
TTIE USE OF FIRE IN SWEDISH FOREST ECOSYSTEMS

The vital role of fire for many forest ecocystems and endangered species has been
acknowledged by biologists and foresters in Sweden for about 20 years. There are also several
earlier examples of nature reserves set aside after natural fires. However, fire as a management
tool for biodiversity has only been used since 1990, when the first prescribed burn with a
conservational goal was carried out by forest company Stora. Since then, the overall use of fire
has increased both in forestry and in nature reserye managemen! although the number of
prescribed burns per annum still is relatively modest, apart from silvicultural burning for
regeneration purposes.

FIRE IN FORESTRY
A survey of the activity of prescribed burning in Sweden (Ilellberg & Granström 1999) shows
that most of the burning is conducted by forest companies. Most ofthe burning is made for
silvicultural purposes, and buming of mature forest stands is relatively raxe (but it does occur,
even in a few "virgin" forest reserves). Flowever, with enough trees and forest patches left after
logging, most of the burns will still have a positive impact on firedependent organisms. In the
1930s-1960s, burning was a commonly used method for site preparation mainly in north
Sweden. In some years up to 40 000 hectares were burnt (at that time without conservational
background). Since 1997 the burning activity has started to increase from a very low level, so

today about 2000 hectares are being bumt per year.

h the FSC forest certification systern, to which all the large forest companies and many other
forest owners in Sweden are associate{ there is a standard for buming, which states that 5 %
of the annual regeneration area be burnt per year (as a mean for a five-year period). This may
lead to an increase ofthe annual burning area to about 4000 ha/yr.

Private woodlot owners and other smaller forest owners burn to a much smaller extent than the
large companies. This is not surprising, considering the high costs and risks that go with
buming activities. Ilowever, there is a growing interest in these issues and the Forestry Board
suppoß some burning activities through a small but important subsidy ("Nolcäs") aimed at
different management practices to enhance nafural and culfural values in the forest. In some

areas in northern Sweden, this subsidy has to a quite large extent been directed towards
burning.

The Forestry Board has also educated some of its personnel to lead prescribed burning in
production forests as well as some of the controlled fires in forest reserves.

FIRE IN NATTJRE RESERVES AND NATIONAL PARKS
Many nafure reserves and national parks in Sweden comprise areas that previously were
regularly affected by fire. In most cases, long time (e.g. >100-150 years in many areas with a
fire record of30-50 years intervals) has passed since the latest fire, leaving the forest
ecosystems in an "unnatural" state. Thus, there is an increasing need for using fire as a
managementtool in reserves and parks.
There are several examples of nafure reserves that were established shortly after a fire in
biologically interesting forest stands, for instance Reivo in the Norrbotten county,
Tägsjöbrdnnan inVäisternorrland,Yakö myr nKronoberg andHammarsebo inKalmar
county. Several ofthese have also been monitored by researchers.
A few national parks and larger reserves with an evident fire history have fire extinguishing
plans within the management plans for the parks. Normally, a natural fire in a protected area



should be extinguished as in any other are4 but there are many parks and reserves large
enoughto allow natural fires to spread within at least parts ofthe areas. For many medium-
sized reserves with a fire history it should be possible to extinguish fires in a "slower pace",
permitting fires to have some impact while not risking damage to surrounding property.

However, nafural fires are not the principal way of re-introducing fire as an ecological factor in
reserves and parks. There are numy disadvantages of natural fires, firstly and mostly the risk of
damage to people, property and conservational values not promoted by fire. Moreover, with
less than I %ioprotected productive forest land in Sweden below the mountain chain, the
chances of natural fires hitting the "right places" are diminutive (typically in the order of one
lighudng ignition per 500-1000 years for a 100 hectare reserve). Consequently, it is necessary
to use controlled prescribed burning in order to reintroduce fue in Swedish nature reseryes.
Today prescribed buming is normally included in management plans of new reserves, and tJrere
is an evident need to revise a major number of older management plans in this respect.

Around 20 prescribed burns have taken place within Swedish forest reserves during the 1990's.
Examples xe Kvddö in Östergötland (a small area inthe archipelago, burnt in spring) and
Helvetesbrdnnan in Västemorrland (so far the largest forested atea - ca L20 ha - in Europe to
be set on fire for conservational pulposes), both from 1999. Quite a few ofthe fires in reserves
were part ofthe acquirement process, i.e. the previous land-owner have cut about 70-80 % of
the growing stock before the bum, thus lowering the price of the conservation object and at the
same time increasing biological values by creating more dead wood and fire-damaged trees.

Currently, the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) is working on a national
policy conceming fire issues. In this context, many ideas have been developed by some
particularly active county administrations. Examples are Västernorrland, with the first regional
policy for prescribed burning underway, and Kronoberg, where all reserves have been
classified as to what extent they can be allowed to burn naturally.

In summer 1999, the national park Tyresta just south-east of Stockholm was struck by a severe
fire, very hard to control. The biological effects of this fire, which affected around 450 hectares
in the park and surrounding reserye, are now being followed thoroughly by scientists, partly
within amonitoring program financed by SEPA. This fire has also clearly increased public
awareness both of forest fire as an ecological factor and of the existence of this surprisingly
pristine national park just outside the capital city.



Specilied account 1996- 1998 on all fires in Swedish forests and fields (RESCIIE
oPERATTONS STATTSTTCS)

Note: One particular fire can be recorded as several objects according to the
distribution ofthe fire. One fire can for example be recorded in the two categories
"productive forest land" and "non-wooded country".

If we look at a longer period (a 100 years or so) then we can see that the total area of
burnt forest has decreased many times over. At the beginning of the 1800s areas of
forest in the region ofhundreds ofthousands ofhectares were burnt every year. In the
last 50 years the average for the burnt area has been less than 5,000 hectares a year. A
strong contributory factor to this decrease is partly the technical development within
the rescue service and the strong build up of the forest vehicles' network of roads and
partly the economic importance of forests and in recent times the altogether more
developed forms of silviculture.

Year Number/
area

All forests and
Iields

Productive forest
land incl.
clearinss

Other wooded
land

Non-wooded land
(mostly grass
fires)

1996 Number 6240 732 2434 3208
Area, ha 2181 587 660 933

1997 Number 8434 1143 2857 4608

Area. ha 6386 3810 to92 1484

1998 Number 2494 176 736 1595

Area, ha L')) 77 724 227
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